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Abstract: The Internet has evolved to its current form as a result ofuser-generated content and interactivity and this phenomenon must be more widely recognised informal education. This paper proposes that popular wehsites which are reflective
ofhow society uses the Internet on a daily basis should provide the context for authentic and engaging online learning experiences. This position is established through the integration a/three socia-cultural views ojlearning: Situated Cognition,
Distributed Cognition and Activity Theory. The integration ofthese three theories enables evaluation ofthe Internet as a
mediating tool ofauthentic activity which is socially constructed and bound. The popular online auction site eBay is used
to demonstrate the ideas raised throughout this paper.
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infonnal learning the Internet could possibly be one of our most powerful self-directed learning tools (Imel, 2003). This has
certainly been found to be the case with children who
are immersed in technology-related activities (SeftonGreen, 2003). Educators should capitalise on the
natural engagement of youth with the Internet and
equip students with the skills necessary to engage
with popular websites that might, to the outside observer, appear fraught with risk and hann. Children
and adolescents are using the Internet regardless of
schooling, so how should we facilitate their learning
with this tool? One approach is to take account of
the socio-cultural theories oflearning which suggest
that learning occurs when cognitive tools are used
to engage people in practices which are valued in
everyday activity. This is particularly pertinent given
the Internet has evolved to its cutTent fonn as a result
of user-generated content and interactivity. This paper proposes that educators should embrace the authentic applications and content that is naturally
available on the Internet and the popular online auction site eBay (www.ebay.com) is used to demonstrate this idea. This position has specifically evolved
through the integration ofthree socio-cultural theories of learning: Situated Cognition, Distributed
Cognition and Activity Theory.
This paper commences with discussion ofthe three
theories which have been used to explore Internetmediated activity. The paper then moves to briefly
examine some of the limitations currently experienced in trying to integrate popular websites in
classrooms today (particularly from an Australian
perspective). This is followed with an overview of

children and adolescents' infonnal Internet use,
which includes evidence oftheir engagement in online shopping activities.
The paper then moves to establish eBay as an example of an authentic website which can be used to
facilitate culturally relevant learning experiences.
The contention here is that components of this site
enable functional online learning that reflects the
way citizens actually use the Internet. It is asserted
that more time should be spent developing educationally sound learning sequences that make use of 'real'
websites instead of fabricating online experiences.
The argument put forth in this paper is that socially
constructed and evolving Internet sites are of significant educational value to facilitate the development
of active online citizens.

The Internet and Socio-Cultural Theories
of Learning
Thee socio-cultural theories are useful for defending
the application of popular websites in classrooms:
Situated Cognition, Distributed Cognition and
Activity Theory. Each of these theories makes its
own distinct contribution to understanding the sociocultural nature of learning but exploration of such
contributions is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, there is sufficient overlap in three areas
that makes their integration a powerful theoretical
position upon which to build a solid argument for
the use ofpopular websites (such as eBay) in fonnal
education. The three areas are tool-mediation, authentic activity and learning bound by social context.
The integration of Distributed Cognition and
Activity Theory results in an understanding of two
types of mediating-tools: internal (psychological)
tools and external (technical) tools, either of which
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